Nov. 2010
INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITY
We are pleased to announce that, as a part of APIEL program, Pacific Consultants Co.,
Ltd. (PC-iGER) and APIEL have agreed on an internship scheme for Environmental
Leader Candidates.
1. Job description
Main consulting work of PC-iGER is in the field of climate change. The requirement for
intern is the ability to collect scientific/technical data and information related to climate
change in Asia, EU, and US by internet surfing. Based on collected data and
information, the intern will make a report according to the instruction by the company
staff. The student is required to communicate with the company staff in English.
2. Starting date, frequency and duration
Successful candidate will start in November 2010 at the earliest. S/he will be reporting
to work twice a week during the internship period. The assignment will expire when the
assigned works has been finished. The work engagement period will be within the
winter semester 2010, although it is subject to change.
3. Where
Seiseki-sakuragaoka station, Keio line (京王線、聖蹟桜ケ丘駅)
Sekido 1-7-5, Tama City (東京都多摩市関戸 1-7-5)
4. Competencies and other requirements
- Thai language ability
- English command for business use
- Certain level of knowledge on climate change is essential.
5. Other conditions
- Highly motivated, responsible graduate student
- Having knowledge or experience related with the topic
- Being able to work for the whole assigned period
6. How to apply
To make an application, send an email to apiel_pro@envleader.u-tokyo.ac.jp, stating

your name, affiliation, motivation statement of 350-400 words. Application must be
submitted by Monday, November 15th.
7. Selection
APIEL will select 1 intern based on screening of the motivation statement essays.
Applicants will hear the results from APIEL office via email.
8. Credit
One credit of APIEL field exercise will be given for the completion of the internship
program.
Review will be done by PC-iGER and UT faculty members based on the intern’s work
record and report from the intern.
9. Miscellaneous
- APIEL will not take any responsibility for any disbenefit caused by participation to the
internship program.
- Transportation fee will be covered by PC-iGER.
- APIEL recommends those who wish to apply for the internship program speak to their
supervisors before sending applications.

